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Abstract
The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (PSLRA) is a
hurdle for securities fraud litigation intended to weed out at the motion to
dismiss phase cases that lack merit. But the PSLRA’s protections are not
without cost, which is borne by defrauded investors with meritorious
claims who nevertheless cannot meet this increased obstacle to pursuing
a claim. This Article addresses whether some courts are applying the
PSLRA in a way that violates the Seventh Amendment by impeding a
plaintiff’s ability to present his case to a jury.
The PSLRA’s language is problematically vague, which has led to
circuit splits on several important points, most significantly the extent
to which the PSLRA requires securities fraud plaintiffs to aver detailed
facts supporting the rule 10b-5 cause of action element of scienter. The
more stringent of these varying interpretations, reflected in decisions in
the Ninth and Tenth Circuits, raises Seventh Amendment concerns. The
Sixth and Seventh Circuits have acknowledged these concerns without
passing on the constitutionality of the dubiously stringent interpretation. This Article endeavors to answer the question posed by these
courts, analyzing the intersection of the PSLRA with Seventh Amendment jurisprudence. This Article concludes that the more stringent interpretations of the heightened pleading requirement for scienter violate
the Seventh Amendment by usurping the jury’s prerogative to resolve
disputed questions of material fact and, in particular, the inferences to
be drawn from those facts.
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The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995
A.

Securities Fraud Litigation and Pleading Under the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
In 1995, Congress enacted the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act
(PSLRA)1 in response to an increasing trend in “strike suits” – securities
fraud claims devoid of merit and brought for nuisance or settlement value, typically following a decline in stock price.2 Most of these securities
fraud claims are pursued under Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC) rule 10b-5.3 This rule generally prohibits false, misleading, or deceitful statements in connection with the purchase or sale of securities.4
“In general, a [rule 10b-5 private] securities fraud claim has six elements:
(1) a material misrepresentation or omission; (2) scienter; (3) connection
with the purchase or sale of a security; (4) reliance; (5) economic loss;
and (6) loss causation.”5
Prior to the PSLRA, the pleading of rule 10b-5 claims was governed
by Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b), which provides heightened requirements for fraud claims in general.6 This is a singular exception to
the liberal requirements of the notice-pleading system established by the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure,7 which in most cases calls merely for a
“short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.”8 Rule 9(b) goes further and places an extra burden on fraud
claimants by requiring them to state with particularity the circumstances
constituting the alleged fraud.9 Although the general purpose of the
pleading phase is merely to notify both parties of the claims and defenses
at stake,10 the heightened requirements of Rule 9(b) have been justified as
a necessary deterrent to the sort of lightly-made nuisance suits to which
fraud allegations lend themselves.11 By 1995, however, the proliferation
of rule 10b-5 strike suits suggested to Congress that Rule 9(b) was not
functioning as a sufficient deterrent, and the PSLRA was enacted to raise
the pleading bar even further for securities fraud private plaintiffs.12
B.
Raising the Bar at the Pleading Phase
After the PSLRA, it is no longer sufficient for plaintiffs asserting
claims under rule 10b-5 to aver “the circumstances constituting fraud …
with particularity.”13 Not only was this particularity requirement explicitly strengthened by the PSLRA,14 but plaintiffs were also required to aver
specific facts with regard to the defendants’ scienter:15
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(b) Requirements for securities fraud actions.
(1) In any private action arising under this title in which the plaintiff alleges that the defendant—
(A) made an untrue statement of a material fact; or
(B) omitted to state a material fact necessary in order to make
the statements made, in the light of the circumstances in
which they were made, not misleading;
the complaint shall specify each statement alleged to have been
misleading, the reason or reasons why the statement is misleading, and, if an allegation regarding the statement or omission is
made on information and belief, the complaint shall state with
particularity all facts on which that belief is formed.
(2) Required state of mind. In any private action arising under this
title in which the plaintiff may recover money damages only on
proof that the defendant acted with a particular state of mind,
the complaint shall, with respect to each act or omission alleged to violate this title, state with particularity facts giving
rise to a strong inference that the defendant acted with the required state of mind.16
Prior to the PSLRA, the courts of appeal had divergent interpretations of
Rule 9(b)’s general requirement for averring scienter17 in the context of rule
10b-5 claims, with the Second and Ninth Circuits at opposite extremes.
There was general agreement that the minimum substantive level of scienter required under rule 10b-5 was recklessness,18 but the Second Circuit required plaintiffs to plead facts supporting a “strong inference” that defendants possessed the requisite culpability.19 The Ninth Circuit, conversely,
required only conclusory allegations of scienter.20 The Second Circuit further looked to motive and opportunity as indicative of the necessary “strong
inference” that defendants had acted recklessly or intentionally.21
C.
The New Circuit Splits
The PSLRA’s heightened pleading requirement for scienter incorporated the words that were used in the Second Circuit’s preexisting standard
to the extent that a “strong inference” was required, but Congress did not
elaborate on what facts would be sufficient to meet the standard.22 As a
result, a new circuit split emerged, with the polarized circuits flip-flopped
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in their relative stringency. The previously more lenient Ninth Circuit
now imposes the most onerous burden on securities fraud plaintiffs, ruling that motive and opportunity, the elements of the pre-PSLRA Second
Circuit test, are not sufficient.23 The Second Circuit has hewed to an approach that is, by comparison, more receptive to sustaining claims at the
motion to dismiss stage, by continuing to apply its motive and opportunity test as a sufficient means of establishing scienter under the PSLRA.24
The conflict over the extent to which allegations of motive and opportunity are sufficiently probative of scienter reflects ambiguity that also
manifests itself in a separate and more general circuit split regarding the
inferences that a court may draw from the facts pleaded in a rule 10b-5
complaint.25 Even though a court must presume all pleaded facts to be
true when evaluating the sufficiency of a complaint,26 a court has considerable latitude in evaluating whether those facts actually support the
claim. If the facts do not support the necessary elements of the claim,
then dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) is appropriate.27 Plaintiffs and defendants might stipulate to the authenticity of documents or the occurrence
of certain events (facts), for example, but dispute what those documents
or events establish in terms of the elements of the claim (inferences). A
judge has limited discretion at the pleading stage to assess the inferences
the plaintiff seeks to draw from the pleaded facts,28 but the ambiguous
PSLRA pleading requirements, along with the stated policy goals of the
PSLRA, have led some courts to exercise that discretion in a broader
fashion than may be constitutionally permissible.29
D.
Drawing Inferences and Constitutional Implications
Supreme Court jurisprudence addressing the proper balance between
judge and jury has established that “for purposes of the motion to dismiss
… all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the pleadings are
drawn in favor of the pleader.”30 The judge’s discretion ordinarily is limited
to determining the independent reasonableness of each competing inference, and dismissing a claim only when there are not sufficient facts or a
reasonable inference from those facts to support each necessary element of
the cause of action.31 If the allegations are such that “fair-minded men may
draw different inferences,” then ultimately it is the duty of the jury – not the
judge – to weigh the competing inferences and come to a conclusion.32
This approach is in direct tension with the Sixth and Ninth Circuits’ interpretations of the PSLRA, under which, at the pleading stage, plaintiffs
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are entitled to only the most plausible of competing inferences in support
of scienter.33 These two circuits have held that at the motion to dismiss
stage a judge may weigh reasonable competing inferences, any one of
which might be drawn by a competent jury, with the potential effect of
dismissing a claim that is “reasonably” (but in the judge’s mind less likely than not) supported by the facts alleged. Since questions pertaining to
the balance between judge and jury are inherently grounded in the Seventh Amendment right to jury trial,34 this tension may have constitutional
implications, raising questions about the propriety of the Sixth and Ninth
Circuits’ interpretations of the PSLRA’s pleading requirements.
In Gompper v. VISX, for example, the Court of Appeals for the Ninth
Circuit began by expressing agreement with the lower court’s determination that the complaint simply did not meet the “strong inference” requirement of the PSLRA.35 In response to the plaintiffs’ expressed concern about whether the courts should be assessing competing inferences
at the motion to dismiss stage, the court continued:
To accept plaintiffs’ argument that the court is required to consider
only inferences favorable to their position would be to eviscerate the
PSLRA’s strong inference requirement by allowing plaintiffs to plead
in a vacuum…. Since [an inference urged by plaintiffs from the facts
pleaded] is reasonable and warranted, the argument goes, the court
should accept it, and refuse to consider any other equally plausible inferences that could be drawn from the same set of facts.36
Finding that the facts pleaded supported “equally if not more plausible”
inferences that did not support the cause of action, the court rejected the
argument that the court should consider only reasonably drawn inferences that support the plaintiffs.37 “[T]he court must consider all reasonable
inferences to be drawn from the allegations, including inferences unfavorable to the plaintiffs”38 to determine whether “on balance, the plaintiffs’ complaint gives rise to the requisite inference of scienter.”39
Before further addressing the PSLRA intersection with the Seventh
Amendment it is necessary to understand the parameters of the Seventh
Amendment and how the courts have applied it in the context of pre-trial
and some post-trial motions.
II.
The Seventh Amendment
The Seventh Amendment to the Constitution provides:
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In Suits at common law, where the value in controversy shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and
no fact tried by a jury, shall be otherwise re-examined in any Court of
the United States, than according to the rules of the common law.40
The Seventh Amendment receives high praise for its role in protecting
fundamental values of our democratic system.41 Professor Moore described the Seventh Amendment as
a fundamental constitutional right … held in the highest legal regard
as are all of the Bill of Rights. The Supreme Court has stated that the
continuation of the jury as a fact finding entity is of such importance
and occupies such an established tool in our jurisprudence that any
attempt at curtailment of the right to a jury trial should be scrutinized with the utmost care.42
On its face, the Seventh Amendment might lead an aggrieved plaintiff to
perceive that he has an inalienable right to present every aspect of his
claim to a jury. But the text of the amendment limits the cases to which
the jury right extends, and the Supreme Court’s evolving Seventh
Amendment jurisprudence, spurred by efficiency mechanisms introduced
by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, has effectively reduced, somewhat, the substantive protection afforded by the amendment, even in cases where it applies.43 Nevertheless, fundamental principles relating to the
proper balance between judge and jury remain sacrosanct under the protection of the Seventh Amendment.44
A.
The Scope of the Seventh Amendment
The right to a jury is preserved only for suits at common law, as distinguished from equity and admiralty.45 The distinction between law and equity hinges on the relief sought; historically, courts of law had authority
to grant monetary damage awards while courts of equity provided injunctions and specific performance.46 As the distinction between law and equity blurred over the past two hundred years, especially after the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure merged the two litigation forms into a single action,47 courts looked for historical analogues in classifying modern actions for Seventh Amendment purposes.48 In order to determine whether
the jury right applies to a particular claim, modern analysis now looks to
the nature of the remedy sought as well as the type of court that would
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have historically adjudicated the claim.49 Today, if a claim seeks, in
whole or in part, legal relief – as opposed to an injunction or specific performance – the jury right is preserved.50 It makes no difference whether
the action is grounded in statutory or common law.51
B.

The Substance of the Guarantee of a Right to a Jury
Trial
Even in a type of case where the jury right is guaranteed, certain questions that arise in the course of adjudication may be (and in fact should
be) answered by the judge.52 The judge’s limited power in this regard
usually does not infringe upon the scope of a litigant’s right to have his
claim tried by a jury.53
Supreme Court jurisprudence on the allocation of questions between
judge and jury may best be described as malleable. Professor Miller has
summarized the pivotal issue:
A reasoned and principled approach to this allocative decision is vital to prevent judicial encroachment on the jury’s prerogative. That
requires understanding the manner by which courts decide whether
to take issues from a jury, either by pretrial disposition or at trial.
The subject is an important one. Although historically “law” and
“fact” were little more than classification labels, they now serve as
surrogates for assigning decisionmaking authority as between judges and juries - a matter of constitutional magnitude. Without a
framework for analyzing and delineating the respective functions of
judges and juries, we risk distortion of our day-in-court principle
and jury trial guarantee, and meaningful appellate review becomes
difficult, if not impossible. Unfortunately, the subject is frustrating
because the jurisprudential canvas is extremely indistinct and, in
many respects, blank.54
The bright-line rule – which is only the beginning of the analysis – is that
questions of fact are for the jury and questions of law for the judge.55 For
example, a judge must decide the question of law whether strict liability
or negligence in a tort action, while a jury must resolve questions of fact
relating to the occurrence of disputed events or the veracity of witness
testimony.56 But the apparent simplicity of the bright-line rule breaks
down when it comes to drawing the line between fact and law,57 a problem that is exacerbated by the conclusory manner in which some courts
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articulate fact/law labels, circularly defining a question as one of law on
the ground that it is properly answered by a judge (when in fact, a question is properly answered by a judge because it is one of law).58
Even when multiple questions are readily classified as law or fact, the
outcome of litigation frequently hinges on the application of legal standards, which presents mixed questions of fact and law.59 If, in the previous example, the judge determined that negligence was the applicable
standard, and the jury concluded that the defendant had committed certain acts alleged by the plaintiff, then whether or not those acts were sufficient to satisfy the negligence standard would constitute a mixed question of fact and law.60 Judges have traditionally shown as much deference
to the jury’s resolution of these mixed questions as to questions of pure
fact,61 although the Supreme Court’s evolving summary judgment jurisprudence may have encouraged judges to take this sort of question into
their own hands more frequently.62
In Seventh Amendment jurisprudence, the mandate that juries must determine all issues of fact is counterbalanced by the equally well established principle that the jury right does not “attempt to regulate matters of
pleading or practice … its aim is not to preserve mere matters of form
and procedure, but substance of right.”63 The procedural devices of dismissal for failure to state a claim,64 summary judgment,65 and judgment
as a matter of law66 serve to expedite adjudication by granting courts authority to bypass the jury in rendering final disposition.67 Each of these
procedural devices exemplifies “regulation of pleading or practice” not
subject to Seventh Amendment restrictions.68 Other than timing, the only
difference between a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) and a motion
for summary judgment under Rule 56 or for judgment as a matter of law
under Rule 50 is that the historical facts alleged in the complaint are presumed true under Rule 12(b)(6), while the veracity of those allegations is
tested under Rules 50 and 56.69 But inferences and mixed questions of
fact and law arising from those alleged facts are subject to the same
threshold examination at each phase.
A single, uniform, and consistent principle guides analysis in each of
these phases, whether in regard to a question about the merits of a factual
allegation on a motion for summary judgment, or the relative likelihood
of competing inferences on a motion to dismiss.70 That principle is the
“reasonable person” or “reasonable jury” standard, a consideration that
should permeate any decision to bypass the jury, regardless of when in
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the adjudication process that decision is made. At the same time, the permissive exception carved out in Seventh Amendment jurisprudence for
procedural mechanisms does not give Congress or the judiciary carte
blanche to implement such mechanisms:71
The Seventh Amendment right to a jury trial generally does not
mean that the jury is allowed to decide matters related to procedure
or practice. Therefore, even though many procedural mechanisms in
litigation may have the effect of limiting or even diminishing the jury’s choices, they are constitutionally permissible, provided that the
court adheres to the standard specified in the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure and formed by court decisions that limit authority of the
court to encroach on the province of the jury.72
These devices bypass the jury in a constitutionally permissible manner
because their implementation is strictly predicated upon the absence of
any disputed questions in the jury’s domain.73 Although these principles
are well established, their constitutional underpinnings have not been
clearly articulated by the Supreme Court. Nevertheless, the Court’s analysis of similar procedural mechanisms, such as summary judgment and
judgment as a matter of law, is instructive. For example, the prescriptions
for judgment as a matter of law are constitutionally grounded, as explained by Professor Moore:
To avoid a constitutional challenge related to Rule 50, the trial
court must view the evidence most favorably towards the non-moving party and must find that there is only one reasonable conclusion
as to the proper verdict. When the trial court usurps the jury’s function by weighing the credibility of witnesses or considering the evidence in a light favorable to the movant, the entry of judgment under
Rule 50(a) or (b) constitutes an improper denial of the non-moving
party’s right to a jury trial under the Seventh Amendment.74
When examined in light of general principles of the Seventh Amendment, the constitutional basis for the prescribed boundaries of these analogous mechanisms appears eminently extendable to Rule 12(b)(6) doctrine. Of course, as described above,75 there is often much disagreement
over whether such disputed questions exist that must be submitted to the
jury. The provision of the PSLRA addressed in this Article purports only
to regulate pleading, but it does so by imposing more demanding requirements to plead facts, thereby expanding the use of Rule 12(b)(6) to dis-
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pose of cases at the pleading phase.76 If the heightened pleading requirements of the PSLRA lead courts to weigh and then resolve issues that
properly belong to the jury, then either the statute fails to regulate “pleading or practice” in a constitutionally permissible manner or, at the very
least, the courts are applying the statute in a constitutionally impermissible manner.77
III.
The PSLRA’s Intersection with Seventh Amendment
Jurisprudence
A.
Background
Although much ink has been spilled over the circuit splits resulting
from the ambiguity of the PSLRA’s pleading requirements,78 remarkably
little attention has been paid to the potential Seventh Amendment implications.79 In City of Monroe Employees Retirement System v. Bridgestone
Corp.,80 the Sixth Circuit recently noted that its interpretation of the
pleading requirements, which does not entitle the plaintiff to all reasonable inferences, may infringe on the jury right:
[T]he Seventh Amendment to the Constitution provides that “the
right of trial by jury shall be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury,
shall be otherwise reexamined in any Court of the United States,
than according to the rules of the common law.” Traditionally, there
has been a right to jury trial for securities fraud claims. The Reform
Act compels dismissal unless the facts pleaded in the Complaint
produce a “strong inference that the defendant acted” with scienter.
One might argue that for cases where a juror could conclude that the
facts pleaded showed scienter, but that conclusion would not be the
most plausible of competing inferences, a Seventh Amendment
Problem is presented.81
The Monroe court, however, did not provide any deeper analysis because the
constitutional issue had not been raised by the parties.82 In Makor Issues &
Rights, Limited. v. Tellabs, Inc. (which the Supreme Court will hear this
term),83 the Seventh Circuit echoed the Sixth Circuit’s constitutional concerns also without passing on the issue or providing significant analysis:
While we express no view on whether the Sixth Circuit’s approach
is in fact unconstitutional, we think it wiser to adopt an approach
that cannot be misunderstood as a usurpation of the jury’s role. In-
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stead of accepting only the most plausible of competing inferences
as sufficient at the pleading stage, we will allow the complaint to
survive if it alleges facts from which, if true, a reasonable person
could infer that the defendant acted with the required intent.84
No other cases have been found in which a court of appeals has commented on the potential for Seventh Amendment implications in interpreting the PSLRA’s pleading requirements.
B.
Sources of Confusion
Seventh Amendment jurisprudence speaks clearly in terms of the fact/
law dichotomy in articulating the line between judge and jury questions,85 while affirming the constitutionality of mechanisms properly implemented to regulate practice and procedure.86 Three aspects of a dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6), the procedural mechanism invoked when securities fraud plaintiffs fail to meet the PSLRA’s heightened pleading
requirements for scienter,87 may obfuscate the potential for Seventh
Amendment implications in this context.
First, because Rule 12(b)(6) is a procedural mechanism that regulates
the pleading phase, there may be a tendency to view application of the
rule at the threshold stage of a case as immune from Seventh Amendment
challenges or even implications.88 Second, the Supreme Court’s direct
pronouncements on the constitutional implications of judicial usurpation
of the jury’s role in drawing inferences have not come in the specific context of the motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim under Rule
12(b)(6).89 Third, no factual determinations are to be made at the pleading phase since all historical facts alleged by the plaintiff are presumed
true at that phase.90
These reasons may explain why some courts have perceived the PSLRA’s
pleading requirements as authority effectively to ignore the general
rules91 that “for purposes of the motion to dismiss … all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from the pleadings are drawn in favor of the
pleader”92 and that “a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to
state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove
no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.”93
If these principles are grounded in the Seventh Amendment jury right, as
this Article posits, then regardless of congressional intent, no statute may
be interpreted or applied in a manner that contradicts them.94
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C.
Clarifying the Confusion
Procedural mechanisms that permit bypass of the jury have always
been limited to cases with no disputed questions that belong to the jury.95
The PSLRA therefore raises constitutional concerns if it results in the use
of Rule 12(b)(6) to resolve an arguably disputed issue of fact in conjunction with applying the appropriate legal standard that should be addressed
by the jury. In analyzing the PSLRA’s intersection with Seventh Amendment jurisprudence, the question then becomes how to ascertain when
there is a question pertaining to scienter that the jury should decide. The
answer lies in the relationship among questions of fact, mixed questions
of fact and law, and inferences. The nebulous fact/law dichotomy,96 including the grey area of mixed questions,97 has already been described.
The Tenth Circuit has noted the relationship between inferences and the
fact finding process in general:
Faced with two seemingly equally strong inferences, one favoring
the plaintiff and one favoring the defendant, it is inappropriate for us
to make a determination as to which inference will ultimately prevail, lest we invade the traditional role of the factfinder.98
An inference may be thought of as the answer to a mixed question of fact
and law, which involves applying legal principles or standards to facts.99
An inference is the glue that holds the two together, requiring inductive,
as opposed to deductive, reasoning100 – that is, a leap of sorts, based on
external supporting knowledge or mere intuition.101 An inference is the
answer to the question “What does this fact mean (in the context of the
case)?”. These characteristics are what make inferences inherently suited
for jury determination.102
D.
Analysis
Since securities fraud claims seek legal, as opposed to equitable, relief,
the Seventh Amendment right to a jury attaches to rule 10b-5 actions and
the implementation of the PSLRA must consequently comport with the
substantive guarantees provided by the Seventh Amendment.103 Because
failure to meet the pleading requirements results in loss of any opportunity to present one’s case to a jury through dismissal for failure to state a
claim,104 the PSLRA’s potential to infringe on the right to jury trial depends on characterization of the requirements.105 If the PSLRA does
nothing more than require plaintiffs to adduce additional facts in its com-
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plaint when the existence of questions within the jury’s domain is not apparent at the pleading phase, then the PSLRA functions as a constitutionally permissible regulation of pleading or practice.106 But if judges use
the PSLRA to dismiss cases even when there are questions that are properly within the province of the jury, then the procedural device is implemented in a constitutionally impermissible manner.107 Specifically, if the
court engages in drawing inferences at the pleading phase, it can usurp
questions from the jury because the jury’s role as fact finder often extends
beyond pure questions of fact to mixed questions of fact and law.108 Even
though all facts averred in a complaint are presumed true at the pleading
phase, in deciding a motion to dismiss a court may nevertheless infringe
on a plaintiff’s jury right by improperly drawing inferences from those
facts in order to reach dispositive conclusions about determinative mixed
questions of fact and law.109
Scienter is a quintessential mixed question of fact and law belonging in
the jury’s domain.110 Therefore, a disputed issue of material fact exists
whenever a reasonable jury could conclude that a defendant acted recklessly or intentionally based on the facts alleged in the complaint.111 This
assertion is widely supported by the federal courts of appeal, as illustrated in Croley v. Matson Navigation Co.,112 which emphasizes the jury’s
role in making state of mind determinations:
Knowledge on the part of the company can be proved only by showing the state of mind of its employees. The court should be cautious
in granting a motion for summary judgment when resolution of the
dispositive issue requires a determination of state of mind. Much depends on the credibility of the witnesses testifying as to their own
states of mind. In these circumstances the jury should be given an
opportunity to observe the demeanor, during direct and cross-examination, of the witnesses whose states of mind are at issue.113
These observations, written in the context of a review of a summary judgment, are no less pertinent at the pleading phase.114 The purpose of the
pleading phase has already been discussed,115 and the issue on a motion
to dismiss is “whether a claim is so specious that the plaintiff should not
be entitled to offer evidence to support it,”116 a question antecedent to factual disputes. As a mixed question of fact and law, scienter is ultimately
answered by inferences drawn from facts,117 whose veracity is either presumed (at the Rule 12(b)(6) phase)118 or determined on the basis of the
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testimony and evidence provided (at the trial, Rule 50, or Rule 56
phase).119 Since inferences provide an answer to the question of scienter,
if two or more conflicting inferences appear reasonable at the pleading
phase, then two or more reasonable outcomes must exist, and it cannot
“appear[] beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.”120
By taking it upon themselves to balance reasonable competing inferences in determining scienter, the Sixth and Ninth Circuits have effectively made scienter a matter of law in making decisions on motions to dismiss (even though dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) for failure to meet the
heightened pleading requirements does not constitute a finding of the defendant’s actual level of scienter). This is inappropriate because: (1) it is
contrary to historical tradition, a factor relevant in Seventh Amendment
analysis;121 (2) scienter does not fit within the established definition of
question of law;122 and (3) established doctrine prohibits judges from answering even pure questions of law when those questions are intertwined
with the merits of the case.123
1.
Tradition
Having established the level of deference that state of mind determinations, in securities fraud claims and in general, historically receive as
mixed questions of fact and law belonging to the jury,124 it is useful to
compare a securities fraud action under rule 10b-5 to a negligence action
in tort. Each type of claim involves an element of culpability that is customarily resolved by the jury.
Tort law jurisprudence preserving the issue of negligence for the jury is
voluminous,125 and echoes many of the principles and policy considerations espoused by this Article.126 Most tort law analysis in this context
involves motions for summary judgment (which are rarely appropriate in
negligence claims),127 but is nevertheless pertinent to this analysis because of the practical equivalence of the principles underlying Rules
12(b)(6), 50, and 56 in relation to the scope of the Seventh Amendment
for the limited purposes of questions addressed in this Article.128
In a negligence claim, it is appropriate to bypass the jury through summary judgment only when an undisputed issue of fact negates a claim,
such as the non-existence of a purported master/servant relationship that
was grounds for bringing suit against a defendant,129 or a showing that
the plaintiff does not fall within the protected class of a statute upon
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which his right of action was based.130 Absent such dispositive issues that
are properly decided by the court, negligence must be decided by a jury
because “even when the facts are undisputed … reasonable men could
reach different conclusions and inferences from those facts.”131
Similar logic prevails in allocating state of mind questions in securities
fraud actions. Where a Rule 10b-5 claim has not been negated by an affirmative defense, historical tradition dictates that the issue of scienter belongs to the jury and may not be decided as a matter of law.132
2.
Definition of Question of Law
The importance of allocating questions between judge and jury based
on reasoned analysis of the qualities and characteristics of each question,
instead of mere conclusory fact/law labels, has already been discussed.133
Professor Miller defines questions of law as those that “involve[] the resolution of principles generally applicable to a class of cases.”134 Questions of fact have been defined by Professor Kirgis as those requiring “inductive inferences about the transactions or occurrences in dispute.”135
Scienter is unique to each defendant and a determination in one circumstance will be of little or no probative value in other securities fraud
claims because no two sets of facts and allegations are identical. As an
example, a defendant’s sale of stock prior to a significant drop in share
price may be suspicious enough to support a strong inference of scienter.136 While there are general criteria for evaluating whether a securities
transaction can give rise to an inference of scienter,137 the facts pleaded in
each case must be examined to determine if the plaintiff has satisfied the
burden of pleading a “strong inference” of scienter.138 If two defendants
each sold the same amount of stock one week before the share price
plunged, it could be determined that one defendant had merely been engaging in routine portfolio diversification while the other’s actions were
suspicious enough to support a strong inference of scienter.139 To make
this determination, a host of relevant factors may be considered, including the amount of stock sold, both in terms of gross value and as a percentage of the defendant’s total holdings;140 the defendant’s established
investment patterns;141 and the ratio between the defendant’s profits from
the sale of stock and the defendant’s regular salary.142
Since every human act or series of related acts arguably is unique to the
circumstances presented, it is apparent why the question of reasonableness of conduct has been left to the ad hoc determination of juries.143
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Because of its idiosyncratic nature, scienter is manifestly not within
the definition of question of law put forth by Professor Miller. Instead,
scienter falls within Professor Kirgis’ definition of question of fact,
which includes all questions “requir[ing] inductive inferences about the
transactions or occurrences in dispute.”144
As courts struggling to apply the doctrine of claim preclusion can attest, precisely delineating the transactions or occurrences in dispute
can be difficult. But some guidelines exist. The transactions or occurrences in dispute always have a more or less direct logical connection to the parties. They include the conduct, condition, and mental states of the parties themselves, plus any other events or conditions, including conduct and mental states of other people, having a
causal, spatial, or temporal connection to the conduct, condition,
and mental states of the parties.145
This definition conflates questions of fact and mixed questions of fact and
law by encompassing both. But this does not belie their distinct nature.146
Since this definition arises in the context of ascertaining the proper balance between judge and jury, it merely supports the proposition that
courts are required to treat certain mixed questions (like scienter) as deferentially as pure questions of fact.147
3.
Intertwined with the Merits Doctrine
A final argument against deciding scienter as a matter of law at the
pleading stage may be found in the treatment of otherwise pure questions
of law that are intertwined or enmeshed with the merits of a case. For example, Rule 12(b)(1) allows dismissal for lack of subject matter jurisdiction,148 but the courts of appeal have adopted an exception that prohibits
dismissal when jurisdictional facts are “enmeshed” with the merits of a
case.149 This exception evolved from two early Supreme Court decisions
pre-dating the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that “suggested that a
court could not usurp the role of the jury and decide the merits of a case
under the rubric of determining jurisdiction.”150 One of those cases was a
tort action brought in federal court on the basis of diversity.151 Even
though the amount in controversy is a jurisdictional question in diversity
suits, the Court ruled that the disputed amount in controversy was for the
jury to decide because it was intertwined with the merits of the case and
“in no case is it permissible for the court to substitute itself for the ju-
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ry.”152 This doctrine has evolved into the “intertwined with the merits”
exception to Rule 12(b)(1):
Where … the constitutional right to a trial by jury attaches to a plaintiff’s claim, the only way that Rule 12(b)(1) does not limit the right to
a trial by jury is if it is interpreted to apply only to purely jurisdictional facts - that is, those facts that are not intertwined with the merits of
the claim. Thus, the “intertwined with the merits” exception to Rule
12(b)(1) is necessary to preserve the plaintiff’s right to a jury trial on
any issue involving the merits of the case. Allowing a judge to decide
issues that are intertwined with the merits of a plaintiff’s case infringes upon the plaintiff’s right to a trial by jury.153
If it is inappropriate for a court to decide what would otherwise be a
pure question of law such as jurisdiction when the question is “enmeshed” or “intertwined” with the merits of the case, then it cannot be
appropriate for a court to do so with scienter – a mixed question of law
and fact that is inherently intertwined with the merits, and which both
history154 and qualitative definition155 relegate to the jury.
IV.
Constitutional Avoidance
This Article has established a viable constitutional basis for drawing
all reasonable inferences in favor of the plaintiff on a Rule 12(b)(6) motion. Valid competing arguments have been acknowledged and
addressed156 in reaching the conclusion that the Seventh Amendment prohibits courts from weighing reasonable inferences at the pleading phase,
and that a court’s discretion is limited to discounting only those inferences which no reasonable jury could reach.157 This Article has established
the existence of legitimate constitutional concerns raised by the Sixth and
Ninth Circuits’ interpretation of the PSLRA’s pleading requirements.158
As the Supreme Court stated in Jones v. United States,159 “where a statute is susceptible of two constructions, by one of which grave and doubtful constitutional questions arise and by the other of which such questions are avoided, our duty is to adopt the latter.”160 Jones is an example
of the Court erring on the side of caution, against infringing on the province of the jury in the criminal context.161 The doctrine of constitutional
avoidance is well established in civil actions as well,162 and thus precludes adopting the approach of the Sixth and Ninth Circuits in interpreting the PSLRA pleading requirements.
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The constitutionally untenable conclusions of the Sixth and Ninth Circuits were reached, in part, to avoid nullifying congressional intent, as the
courts expressed concern that any less stringent interpretation would fail
to “raise the bar” at the pleading phase enough to effectively discourage
non-meritorious securities fraud claims.163 In so doing, those courts overstepped constitutional bounds.
V.

Conclusion
Proponents of the more stringent interpretation of the pleading requirements, where the court weighs competing inferences at the pleading
stage, argue that anything less would nullify congressional intent and the
purpose of the PSLRA.164 Even if this was the intent of Congress when it
enacted the PSLRA, congressional intent is irrelevant if a statute violates
the Constitution,165 in this situation by depriving a litigant of a constitutional right.
The PSLRA undoubtedly bears a reading that substantively raises the
bar for plaintiffs at the pleading phase, even under the relatively liberal interpretation of the pleading requirements supported by this Article that
comport with established interpretations of Rule 12(b)(6). Under this interpretation, which maintains the jury’s role in weighing all reasonable inferences and entirely avoids constitutional concerns, more specificity may be
required in a complaint that would have sufficed before the PSLRA under
Rule 9(b) alone. The plaintiff must go further by alleging specific facts to
support scienter;166 for example, the existence of memoranda or e-mails indicating the defendant’s culpability.167
This requirement effectuates the purpose of the PSLRA by making it
more difficult than it was under the Rule 9(b) regime for non-meritorious
claims to survive the pleading phase. Recall that under Rule 9(b), “[m]alice, intent, knowledge, and other condition of mind of a person [could] be
averred generally”; particular factual allegations were required only to
support “the circumstances constituting fraud.”168 The PSLRA extends
the particularity requirements beyond the factual circumstances of the alleged fraud to scienter as well.169
Courts may disagree on the inferences that may properly be drawn
from the facts. Under the more stringent interpretation of the PSLRA’s
pleading requirements imposed by the Sixth and Ninth Circuits, averring
facts about memoranda or e-mails might not be sufficient to survive a
motion to dismiss, if the language in the documents is ambiguous or subject to multiple interpretations (even if a reasonable jury could reach an
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interpretation that favors the plaintiff).170 Under the standards articulated
by these circuits, the plaintiff’s claim would be vulnerable to dismissal
unless the documents indicated the defendant’s culpability with near certainty, or at least strongly enough that the judge did not find any alternative interpretation more plausible.171
This stringent interpretation is based on the textualist argument that the
“strong inference” qualifier requires courts to balance competing inferences against one another because “strong” is a relative term that has no
meaning without a source of comparison.172 Although it is true that relative terms like “strong” have no meaning without context,173 it is not necessary to look for competing reasonable inferences to provide a basis for
comparison. An equally valid interpretation is that the inference of scienter must be “strong” relative to what was required prior to the PSLRA.174
Such a strong inference can be established by allegations of specific facts
– most likely more than would have been required to be set forth in the
complaint prior to the PSLRA – from which a reasonable jury could conclude, i.e., infer, that a defendant acted with requisite scienter. Therefore,
in order for a court to comply with the PSLRA it is not necessary to infringe on the jury’s domain by balancing competing reasonable inferences. Thus, this Article supports the analysis in Greebel that “Congress has
effectively mandated a special standard for measuring whether allegations of scienter survive a motion to dismiss. While under Rule 12(b)(6)
all inferences must be drawn in plaintiffs’ favor, inferences of scienter do
not survive if they are merely reasonable.…. Rather, inferences of scienter survive a motion to dismiss only if they are both reasonable and
‘strong’ inferences.”175
At a fundamental level, the scienter pleading standards adopted by the
Sixth and Ninth Circuits may suffer from nothing more than a semantic
deficiency. The argument is whether in evaluating the sufficiency of a
complaint, a court’s discretion is limited to evaluating the independent
reasonableness of each inference that might be drawn from the pleaded
facts, and then dismissing if no single “strong” inference that would support the claim could possibly be drawn by a reasonable jury, or if discretion extends to balancing all competing “reasonable” inferences and dismissing if the inferences that would support the claim appear less likely
than opposing inferences. This Article argues in favor of the former, and
that the latter interpretation violates the Seventh Amendment.
This important distinction may have little practical effect on the outcome
of litigation, since either determination is solely at the judge’s discretion so
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that a decision to dismiss often can easily be recast in either form. The
Ninth Circuit might have concluded in Gompper, for example, that no reasonable jury could have possibly inferred scienter from the defendant’s pattern of patent litigation. Had such language been used in Gompper, then no
constitutional questions would have been raised. But the Gompper court instead acknowledged the reasonableness of competing inferences that could
be drawn from the pleaded facts, and took it upon itself to determine the
most likely. In doing so, the court made a dispositive determination about a
mixed question of fact and law – scienter – that is firmly in the jury’s proper domain. Under the guise of regulating practice and procedure, this sort
of judicial determination, although not of pure historical fact, nevertheless
usurps a fundamental jury role and eviscerates protections guaranteed by
the Seventh Amendment.
Requiring judges to frame their justifications for dismissal in terms of
the reasonable jury standard rather than in terms of the relative probability of competing inferences may affect only the language used in decisions and not whether a particular securities fraud claim will survive a
Rule 12(b)(6) motion. Nevertheless, requiring adherence to the constraints of the Seventh Amendment will bring the courts of appeal into
harmony while affirming both the strength of our Constitution and the
sanctity of the jury.
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63.

64.
Fed R. Civ. P. 12(b)(6). For the dismissal for failure to state a claim standard (Rule
12(b)(6)), see Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 (1957) (“[I]n appraising the sufficiency of the
complaint we follow, of course, the accepted rule that a complaint should not be dismissed for
failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in
support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.”).
65.

Fed R. Civ. P. 56. For the summary judgment standard (Rule 56), see 10A Wright & Miller,
supra note 10, § 2727 (“[A] court may enter [summary] judgment only when it appears that ‘there
is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a
matter of law.’ The district court has no discretion to enlarge its power to grant summary judgment
beyond the limits prescribed by the rule. It may grant a Rule 56 motion only when the test set
forth therein has been met and must deny the motion as long as a material issue remains for trial.”)
(citing, inter alia, Simler v. Conner, 372 U.S. 221 (1963), U.S. v. W.T. Grant Co., 345 U.S. 629
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(1953), and Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1 (1945)). See Beard v. Banks, 126 S. Ct.
2572, 2578 (2006) (stating that all justifiable inferences must be drawn in favor of the non-moving
party on motion for summary judgment) (citing Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242,
255 (1986).
66.
Fed R. Civ. P. 50. For the judgment as a matter of law standard (Rule 50), see Fed. R. Civ. P.
50(a)(1) (“If during a trial by jury a party has been fully heard on an issue and there is no legally
sufficient evidentiary basis for a reasonable jury to find for that party on that issue, the court may
determine the issue against that party and may grant a motion for judgment as a matter of law.”).
See also 3 Moore et al., supra note 9, § 22.01[5][k] (“A court may enter a judgment as a matter of
law under Rule 50(a) on grounds of lack of pleading or proof of a material issue, or absence of
any controversial issues of fact on which reasonable people could differ.”) (emphasis added).));
Galloway v. United States, 319 U.S. 372, 396 (1943) (affirming the jury’s fundamental role in
drawing reasonable inferences in the context of a motion for directed verdict, the historical predecessor of judgment as matter of law); Lavendar v. Kurn, 327 U.S. 645, 653 (1946) (making a similar affirmation in the context of appellate reversal of a jury verdict).
67.

See Miller, supra note 34, at 996-97 (stating that procedural changes “aim to promote active
judicial case management, to streamline and limit the discovery process, and to encourage nonjury - indeed, nonjudicial - methods of dispute resolution”).
68.
See Suja A. Thomas, The Seventh Amendment, Modern Procedure, and the English Common Law, 82 Wash. U.L.Q. 687, 695-704 (2004) (discussing Supreme Court jurisprudence
upholding modern procedural devices).
69.
See 5B Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 1356 (distinguishing between Rule 12(b)(6),
which “only tests whether the claim has been adequately stated in the complaint” and Rule 56,
which “goes to the merits of the claim … and is designed to test whether there is a genuine issue
of material fact,” while acknowledging that the “distinction between the two procedural devices is
not substantial in many situations”).
70.

As a further example of the extent to which summary judgment and motion to dismiss are conflated, a court may sua sponte convert a Rule 12(b)(6) motion into a Rule 56 motion, effectively
making a ruling on the merits at the pleading phase. See Fed R. Civ. P. 12(b) (“If, on a motion … to
dismiss for failure of the pleading to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, matters outside
the pleading are presented to and not excluded by the court, the motion shall be treated as one for
summary judgment and disposed of as provided in Rule 56, and all parties shall be given reasonable
opportunity to present all material made pertinent to such a motion by Rule 56.”); 1 Moore et al.,
supra note 9, § 11.24[3] (describing the documents and records that may be examined by the court in
evaluating a Rule 12(b)(6) motion, and discussing the criteria and process for converting a motion to
dismiss for failure to state a claim into a motion for summary judgment).
71.
The judiciary’s role in implementing procedural mechanisms is limited to promulgation of
the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (by the Supreme Court) and the interpretation of those rules.
See 28 U.S.C. § 2072 (2000) (the Rules Enabling Act grants the Supreme Court “power to prescribe general rules of practice and procedure and rules of evidence” in federal courts but no rule
can change substantive law). Lower courts may not, for example, implement heightened pleading
standards on their own volition. See Leatherman v. Tarrant County Narcotics Intelligence and
Coordination Unit, 507 U.S. 163, 168 (1993) (“[Heightened pleading requirements] must be
obtained by the process of amending the Federal Rules, and not by judicial interpretation. In the
absence of such an amendment, federal courts and litigants must rely on summary judgment and
control of discovery to weed out unmeritorious claims.”).
72.

3 Moore et al., supra note 9, § 22.01[5][a].
See Moses, supra note 43, at 202 (“when the Court has approved changes to the jury trial
right, it has insisted that such changes must not undermine the fundamental role of the jury to find
73.
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facts”). Different locutions have been employed in articulating the standards for evaluating
motions under Rules 12(b)(6), 50, and 56, as discussed supra notes 64-66.
The standards articulated for summary judgment and judgment as a matter of law are practically equivalent. The Supreme Court described a conflated standard for both motions in Anderson
v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 252 (1986) (“whether a fair minded jury could return a verdict for the plaintiff on the evidence presented”).
74.

3 Moore et al., supra note 9, § 22.01[5][k].
See supra text accompanying notes 55-62.
76.
See supra text accompanying notes 12-16 and 22-27.
77.
See discussion infra Part III.D.
78.
See, e.g., Michael A. Perino, Did the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act Work?, 2003
U. Ill. L. Rev. 913 (2003); Justin M. Fabella, Note, Does Anyone Know the Required State of
Mind?: The Uncertainty Created by the Vagueness of the Private Securities Litigation Reform act
of 1995, 7 Suffolk J. Trial & App. Adv. 81 (2002); Richard H. Walker, The Implications of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act, 76 Wash U.L.Q. 447 (1998); Dunn, supra note 14.
79.
But see Miller, supra note 34, at 1000 (briefly summarizing the PSLRA’s heightened pleading requirements in the context of a general discussion about effects of modern procedural devices
on the jury right).
75.

80.

399 F.3d 651 (6th Cir. 2005) (sustaining in part sufficiency of pleading rule 10b-5 claims).
399 F.3d at 683 n.25 (internal citations omitted) (referring generally to the heightening
pleading standard imposed by the PSLRA).
81.

82.

399 F.3d at 683 n.25.
437 F.3d 588, 601-02 (7th Cir. 2006) (citing Monroe, 399 F.3d at 683 n.25), cert granted,
No. 06-484, 127 S. Ct. 853 (2007).
83.

84.
437 F.3d at 602. The court’s language implicitly invokes the doctrine of constitutional
avoidance. See discussion infra Part IV.
85.

See supra text accompanying notes 53-62.
See supra text accompanying notes 63-74.
87.
See supra text accompanying notes 16, 27.
88.
See discussion supra Part II.B.
89.
See Colleen P. Murphy, Integrating the Constitutional Authority of Civil and Criminal
Juries, 61 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 724, 762 n.194 (1993)(“The Supreme Court has never considered
whether a Rule 12(b)(6) dismissal violates the Seventh Amendment.”).
90.
See 5B Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 1356 (stating that a motion to dismiss at the pleading phase serves only to “test the formal sufficiency of the statement of the claim for relief” and
distinguishing from summary judgment, which instead “test[s] whether there is a genuine issue of
material fact”); Davis v. Monroe County Bd. of Educ., 526 U.S. 629, 633 (1999) (“[I]n reviewing
the legal sufficiency of petitioner’s cause of action, ‘we must assume the truth of the material facts
as alleged in the complaint.’”) (quoting Summit Health Ltd. v. Pinhas, 500 U.S. 322, 325 (1991)).
86.

91.

See discussion supra Part III.A.
5B Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 1357 (emphasis added). See also 1 Moore et al., supra
note 9, § 11.24[1] (citing Davis v. Monroe County Bd. of Educ., 526 U.S. 629 (1999)).
92.

93.

Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41, 45-46 (1957).
See discussion infra Part IV (discussing the doctrine of constitutional avoidance).
95.
See supra text accompanying notes 63-74.
94.
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96.

See supra text accompanying notes 53-62.
See supra text accompanying notes 61-62.
98.
Pirraglia v. Novell, Inc., 339 F.3d 1182, 1188 (10th Cir. 2003) (disagreeing in part with
Gompper in rejecting the weighing of competing inferences) . See also Florida State Bd. of Adm.
v. Green Tree Fin. Corp., 270 F.3d 645, 666 (8th Cir. 2001) (holding that in applying the PSLRA
pleading requirements that the “strong-inference pleading standard does not license us to resolve
disputed facts” at the motion to dismiss stage).
97.

99.

See Pirraglia, 339 F.2d at 1188.
See Kirgis, supra note 31, at 1154-55 (describing and contrasting inductive and deductive
reasoning).
101.
See id. (“In contrast to deductive inferences, inductive inferences involve conjectures about
unobserved events or conditions in the world.”).
100.

102.
Cf. 10A Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 2729 (discussing the jury’s “unique competence
in applying the reasonable person standard to a given fact situation” in the context of negligence
actions in tort).
103.
See 9 Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 2311 (“When the only remedy sought for fraud is
[monetary] damages, the action is legal in nature and there is a right to jury trial.”).
104.

See supra text accompanying note 27.
See discussion supra Part III.C.
106.
See id.
107.
See id.
108.
See infra note 113.
109.
See supra Part I.C.
110.
See, e.g., In re Cerner Corp. Sec. Litig., 425 F.2d 1079, 1085-86 (8th Cir. 2005) (“Scienter
is normally a factual question to be decided by a jury, but the complaint must at least provide a
factual basis for its scienter allegations.”).
105.

111.

In analyzing which mixed questions of law and fact the Seventh Amendment commits to the
jury to decide, Professor Miller distinguishes between mixed questions that involve disputed and
undisputed facts. The former undeniably belong to the jury. The latter belong to the jury if it is
“within the constitutional province of the jury to apply those facts to the applicable legal principles,
as described by the judge.” Miller, supra note 34, at 1084. This Article is focused on the mixed question of scienter at the pleading phase, where the facts (as distinguished from inferences from those
facts) are undisputed because they are presumed true. See supra text accompanying note 90 .
112.
434 F.2d 73 (5th Cir. 1970).
113.
434 F.2d at 77 (5th Cir. 1970). See also Prochaska v. Marcoux, 632 F.2d 848, 851 (10th Cir.
1980) (in unreasonable search and seizure case, stating that “[w]here different ultimate inferences
may properly be drawn, the case is not one for summary judgment, and questions of intent, which
involve intangible factors including witness credibility are matters for the consideration of the fact
finder after a full trial and are not for resolution by summary judgment”) (internal citations omitted); Consolidated Elec. Co. v. United States, 355 F.2d 437, 438 (9th Cir. 1966) (in contract case,
stating that “[w]hen an issue requires determination of state of mind, it is unusual that disposition
may be made by summary judgment … [i]t is important and ordinarily essential, that the trier of
fact be afforded the opportunity to observe the demeanor, during direct and cross-examination, of
a witness whose subjective motive is at issue”).
114.
See 10B Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 2730 (“[s]ince the information relating to state of
mind generally is within the exclusive knowledge of one of the litigants and can be evaluated only
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on the basis of circumstantial evidence, the other parties normally should have an opportunity to
engage in discovery”). If one rationale for leaving a question to the jury is to allow plaintiffs the
opportunity to gather sufficient evidence to support their claims through the discovery process, then
a motion to dismiss at the pleading phase should be scrutinized even more closely than a motion for
summary judgment. “Determination of someone’s state of mind usually entails the drawing of factual inferences as to which reasonable people might differ – a function traditionally left to the jury.”
Id. Under the PSLRA, however, if a motion to dismiss is made the plaintiff is not allowed discovery
unless and until the court determines that a cause of action has been stated. 15 U.S.C. § 78u4(b)(3)(B) (2000) (providing for stay of discovery pending a motion to dismiss).
115.

See discussion supra Part I.
1 Moore et al., supra note 9, § 11.24[1].
117.
See discussion supra Part III.C.
118.
See supra text accompanying notes 90.
119.
See supra text accompanying notes 61-62.
120.
Conley, 355 U.S. at 45-46.
121.
See infra Part III.D.1.
122.
See infra Part III.D.2.
123.
See infra Part III.D.3.
124.
See supra text accompanying notes 110-114 . See also 10A Wright & Miller, supra note 10,
§ 2272 (“If evidence contained in the moving party’s affidavit raises subjective questions such as
motive, intent, or conscience, there may have to be a trial inasmuch as cross-examination is the
best means of testing the credibility of this kind of evidence.”); Makor, 437 F.3d at 602 (7th Cir.
2006) (“Scienter is normally a factual question to be decided by a jury, but the complaint must at
least provide a factual basis for its scienter allegations.”) (quoting In re Cerner Corp. Sec. Litig.,
425 F.3d at 1084-85); In re K-tel International, Inc. Sec. Litig., 300 F.3d 881, 894 (8th Cir. 2002)
(“Generally, the issue of whether a particular intent existed is a question of fact for the jury.”) (citing Press v. Chem. Inv. Servs. Corp., 166 F.3d 529, 538 (2d Cir. 1999)).
116.

125.
See 10A Wright & Miller, supra note 10, § 2729 (citing and summarizing several dozen
state, federal district, and federal appellate court decisions in support of the proposition that summary judgment is rarely appropriate in negligence actions).
126.

Compare id. with supra text accompanying notes 108-109.
See supra notes 102 .
128.
See discussion supra Part III.C.
129.
See Wilson v. United States, 989 F.2d 953 (8th Cir. 1993).
130.
See Nolan v. Coating Specialists, Inc., 422 F.2d 377 (5th Cir. 1970); Rodgers v. Balt. &
Ohio R.R. Co., 323 F.2d 996 (2d Cir. 1963).
131.
Croley, 434 F.2d at 75.
132.
See infra Part III.D.2.
133.
See supra text accompanying notes 55-62.
134.
Miller, supra note 34, at 1083.
135.
Kirgis, supra note 31, at 1159.
136.
See Greebel v. FTP Software, 194 F.3d 185, 197 (1st Cir. 1999) (“Unusual trading at suspicious times or in suspicious amounts by corporate insiders has long been recognized as probative
of scienter.”) (internal citations omitted).
127.

137.

See, e.g., In re Silicon Graphics Sec. Litig., 183 F.2d 970, 986 (9th Cir. 1999):
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Although “unusual” or “suspicious” stock sales by corporate insiders may constitute circumstantial evidence of scienter, [citation omitted] insider trading is suspicious only when it is “dramatically out of line with prior trading practices at times calculated to maximize the personal
benefit from undisclosed inside information.” In re Apple Computer Sec. Litig., 886 F.2d 1109,
1117 (9th Cir. 1989). Among the relevant factors to consider are: (1) the amount and percentage of
shares sold by insiders; (2) the timing of the sales; and (3) whether the sales were consistent with
the insider’s prior trading history.
138.

Greebel, 194 F.3d at 198 (“The vitality of the inference to be drawn depends on the facts,
and can range from marginal to strong.”) (internal citations omitted).
139.

See In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1424 (3d Cir. 1997) (“A large
number of today’s corporate executives are compensated in terms of stock and stock options. It
follows then that these individuals will trade those securities in the normal course of events. We
will not infer fraudulent intent from the mere fact that some officers sold stock. Instead, plaintiffs
must allege that the trades were made at times and in quantities that were suspicious enough to
support the necessary strong inference of scienter.”) (internal citations omitted).
140.
See In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1423 (3d Cir. 1997)(“Of the
three defendants who are alleged to have traded on nonpublic information, plaintiffs have provided us with the total stock holdings of only one defendant.”).
141.

See In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1424 (3d Cir. 1997) (“[W]e
have no information as to whether such trades were normal and routine for this defendant.”).
142.

See In re Burlington Coat Factory Sec. Litig., 114 F.3d 1410, 1424 (3d Cir. 1997) (“Nor do
we have information as to whether the profits made were substantial enough in relation to the
compensation levels for any of the individual defendants so as to produce a suspicion that they
might have had an incentive to commit fraud.”).
143.
Miller, supra note 34, at 1084.
144.
Kirgis, supra note 31, at 1159.
145.
Kirgis, supra note 31, at 1159 (emphasis added).
146.
See discussion supra Part III.C..
147.
See Kirgis, supra note 31, at 1157 (“to find a fact means no more than to use inductive,
probabilistic reasoning - to draw inferences that exceed the decision maker’s knowledge based on
observed data”).
148.

Fed R. Civ. P. 12(b)(1).
See 3 Moore et al., supra note 9, § 22.01[5][a] (“[i]f an issue of procedure is enmeshed in
the substance of the merits of the case, the right to jury is applicable to the issue”).
149.

150.

Stefania A. DiTrolio, Comment, Undermining and Unintwining: The Right to a Jury Trial
and Rule 12(b)(1), 33 Seton Hall L. Rev. 1247, 1259 (citing Smithers v. Smith, 204 U.S. 632, 645
(1907) and Barry v. Edmunds, 116 U.S. 550, 565 (1886)).
151.

Barry, 116 U.S. at 565.
Barry, 116 U.S. at 565.
153.
DiTrolio, supra note 150, at 1272-73 (citing Barry, 116 U.S. at 565 and Smithers, 204 U.S.
at 645).
154.
See discussion supra Part III.D.1.
155.
See discussion supra Part III.D.2.
156.
See discussion supra Part III.D.
157.
Id.
152.
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158.

Id.
526 U.S. 227 (1999).
160.
Id., at 324 (quoting United States ex rel. Attorney General v. Delaware & Hudson Co., 213
U.S. 366, 408 (1909)).
159.

161.
See id. at 325-326. See also, e.g., Irene J. Chase, Making the Criminal Pay in Cash: The Ex
Post Facto Implications of the Mandatory Victims Restitution Act of 1996, 68 U. Chi. L. Rev. 463,
482-83 (2001) (describing the “well established doctrine of constitutional avoidance”) (citing
Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Florida Gulf Coast Bldg. & Constr. Trades Council, 485 U.S. 568,
575 (1988)); Kevin M. Stack, The President’s Statutory Powers to Administer the Laws, 106
Colum. L. Rev. 263, 266 n.11 (2006) (describing classical and modern interpretations of the doctrine) (citing Blodgett v. Holden, 275 U.S. 142, 148 (1927) (Holmes, J., concurring) and DeBartolo Corp., 485 U.S. 568).
162.
See, e.g., Debartolo Corp., 485 U.S. at 75 (finding the principle of constitutional avoidance
“pertinent” in interpreting the National Labor Relations Act in a civil case); Crowell v. Benson,
285 U.S. 22, 62 (1932) (applying constitutional avoidance doctrine in civil tort action).
163.
See Gompper, 298 F.3d at 897 (“Such a result would allow all plaintiffs who engage in
careful, measured pleading to demonstrate a strong inference of scienter, because district courts
would only be allowed to consider reasonably drawn inferences that favor the plaintiffs. Such an
analysis would thwart Congress’s basic purpose in raising the bar in the first place; namely, to
eliminate abusive and opportunistic securities litigation and to put an end to the practice of pleading fraud by hindsight.”).
164.

See supra text accompanying note 163.
See discussion supra Part IV. See Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. 137, 177 (1803) (“Certainly
all those who have framed written constitutions contemplate them as forming the fundamental and
paramount law of the nation, and consequently the theory of every such government must be, that
an act of the legislature repugnant to the constitution is void.”).
165.

166.

See 17 C.F.R. § 78u-4(b)(2) (“the complaint shall … state with particularity facts giving rise
to a strong inference that the defendant acted with the required state of mind”) (emphasis added).
167.

Internal documents showing that a defendant knowingly engaged in fraud are an extreme
example. More common are circumstantial allegations indicating that a defendant acted recklessly. Some frequently recurring fact patterns in securities fraud claims involve inaccurate public
statements and violations of generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP). Compare In re
Ancor Commc’ns, Inc. Sec. Litig., 22 F. Supp. 2d 999 (D. Minn. 1998) (allegations of inaccurate
public statements sufficient to establish strong inference of scienter), and Novak v. Kasaks, 216
F.3d 300 (2d Cir. 2000) (allegations of GAAP violations sufficient to establish strong inference of
scienter), with In re Advanta Corp. Sec. Litig., 180 F.3d 525 (3d Cir. 1999) (allegations of inaccurate public statements insufficient to establish strong inference of scienter), and In re Comshare
Sec. Litig., 183 F.3d 542 (6th Cir. 1999) (allegations of GAAP violations insufficient to establish
strong inference of scienter).
These cases demonstrate the fact-specific nature of the scienter inquiry. See discussion supra Part
III.D.2. In Ancor and Novak, inaccurate public statements and GAAP violations, respectively, coupled with additional circumstantial evidence were found to be sufficient to meet the heightened
pleading requirements for scienter. But in Advanta and Comshare, inaccurate public statements or
GAAP violations unsupported by any additional allegations were found to be insufficient to meet the
pleading requirements. See Olazabal, supra note 23, at 174-81 (reconciling these disparate holdings). See also id. at 174-89 (discussing six recurring fact patterns that are the basis for securities
fraud claims: inaccurate public statements; GAAP violations; failure to predict effects of legislation;
failure to disclose material facts; insider stock sales; and other conscious wrongdoing).
168.

Fed R. Civ. P. 9(b).
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169.

See supra text accompanying note 16.
See Gompper, 298 F.3d at 897 (“when determining whether plaintiffs have shown a strong
inference of scienter, the court must consider all reasonable inferences to be drawn from the allegations, including inferences unfavorable to the plaintiffs”).
170.

171.
See Helwig, 251 F.3d at 553 (“the ‘strong inference’ requirement means that plaintiffs are
entitled only to the most plausible of competing inferences.”).
172.
See Gompper, 298 F.3d at 896 (“To accept plaintiffs’ argument that the court is required to
consider only inferences favorable to their position would be to eviscerate the PSLRA’s strong
inference requirement by allowing plaintiffs to plead in a vacuum.”).
173.

Pirraglia, 339 F.3d at 1187 (“Whether an inference is a strong one cannot be decided in a
vacuum. In evaluating the strength of a plaintiff’s inference of scienter, we may recognize the possibility of negative inferences that may be drawn against the plaintiff. We do so, not in a preclusive manner, but in an evaluative manner. That is to say, we consider the inference suggested by
the plaintiff while acknowledging other possible inferences, and determine whether plaintiff’s
suggested inference is ‘strong’ in light of its overall context.”); Rick M. Simmons, Pleading Standards Under Pirraglia: The Private Securities Litigation Reform Act v. Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), 81 Denv. U.L. Rev. 665,683 (2004) (“It is not possible to determine what, in
actuality, is a strong inference without having other inferences for comparison. If the only inferences that could be looked at were those favorable to the plaintiff, it seems that a motion to dismiss could never succeed.”).
174.
See, e.g., Pirraglia, 339 F.3d at 1187-88 (holding that if a “plaintiff pleads facts with particularity that, in the overall context of the pleadings, including potentially negative inferences,
give rise to a strong inference of scienter, the scienter requirement of the Reform Act is satisfied”
and disagreeing with the requirement in Helwig that plaintiffs are entitled only to the most plausible inference).
175.

194 F.3d at 195-96.

